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Abstrat
We analyse the allowed range of values of χ, both in the Standard Model
and in models with New Physis, pointing out that a relatively large value of
χ, e.g. of order λ, is only possible in models where the unitarity of the 3 × 3
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix is violated through the introdution of extra
Q = 2/3 quarks. We study the interesting ase where the extra quark is an
isosinglet, determining the allowed range for χ and the eet of a large χ on
various low-energy observables, suh as CP asymmetries in B meson deays.
We also disuss the orrelated eets whih would be observable at high energy
olliders, like deays t → cZ, modiations of the ross setion and forward-
bakward asymmetry in e+e− → tt¯ and the diret prodution of a new quark.
1 Introdution
The experimental determination of the physial CP-violating phases entering the quark
mixing matrix is of great importane for the study of CP breaking, providing at
the same time stringent tests of the Standard Model (SM). The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1℄ V3×3 desribing the mixing among the known quarks on-
tains nine moduli and four linearly independent rephasing invariant phases, whih an
be taken as [2, 3℄
β = arg(−VcdV ∗cbV ∗tdVtb) , γ = arg(−VudV ∗ubV ∗cdVcb) ,
χ = arg(−VtsV ∗tbV ∗csVcb) , χ′ = arg(−VcdV ∗csV ∗udVus) . (1)
The phases β and γ appear in the well-known (d, b) unitarity triangle orresponding to
the orthogonality of the rst and third olumns of V3×3, while χ and χ
′
appear in other
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less studied unitarity triangles. The phases χ and χ′ are fundamental parameters of
V3×3 as important as γ and β, playing a ruial rle in the orthogonality between the
(2, 3) and (1, 2) rows, respetively [4℄.
Within the three-generation SM, the nine moduli and four rephasing-invariant
phases are onneted by unitarity, whih leads to a series of relations among these
measurable quantities. Suh relations provide exellent tests of the SM [5℄, whih om-
plement the usual t of the unitarity triangle, and have the potential for disovering
New Physis. In the ontext of the SM, the values of χ and χ′ are very onstrained
and therefore the determination of these phases provides, by itself, a good test of the
SM.
In SM extensions whih enlarge the quark setor, the 3 × 3 CKM matrix is a
submatrix of a larger matrix V . Independently of whether extra quarks are present or
not, one an always hoose, without loss of generality, a phase onvention suh that [3℄
arg V =


0 χ′ −γ · · ·
π 0 0 · · ·
−β π + χ 0 · · ·
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

 , (2)
whih expliitly shows that in the 3× 3 submatrix V3×3 only the four phases in Eq. (1)
are linearly independent. However, when extra quarks are present the 3 × 3 unitarity
relations do not hold, and as a result the range of allowed values for χ and χ′ may
dier from the range implied by the SM. We will show that even in the ase that
3× 3 unitarity does not apply, χ′ is onstrained to be rather small. Therefore, we will
onentrate most of our attention on χ, investigating its expeted size within the SM
as well as in models with New Physis. In Setion 2 we use extended unitarity relations
to estimate the size of χ, χ′ within the SM and its extensions, inluding both the ases
where 3× 3 CKM unitarity is respeted and where it is violated. In Setion 3 a more
preise analysis of the range of variation of χ in a model with an extra up singlet is
arried out. The eets of a large χ in some low energy observables are examined in
Setion 4, while the eets at high energy are disussed in Setion 5. In Setion 6 we
draw our onlusions.
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2 The size of χ and χ′ in the SM and its extensions
It is well known that χ′ has to be very small in the ontext of the SM and its extensions
whih keep the unitarity of the 3 × 3 CKM matrix. This an be seen, for example,
using the relation [5℄
sinχ′ =
|Vub| |Vcb|
|Vus| |Vcs| sin γ , (3)
whih shows that |χ′| . λ4. Within the SM, the 90% ondene level (CL) interval for
χ′ is
4.95× 10−4 ≤ χ′ ≤ 6.99× 10−4 (SM) . (4)
This range is obtained with a t to the measured CKM matrix elements in Table 1,
together with ε, the B0 mass dierene and the time-dependent CP asymmetry in
B0d → ψKS, SψKS , all olleted in Table 2 (see Refs. [6, 7℄).
Element Exp. value
|Vud| 0.9734± 0.0008
|Vus| 0.2196± 0.0026
|Vub| 0.0036± 0.0010
|Vcd| 0.224± 0.016
|Vcs| 0.989± 0.014
|Vcb| 0.0402± 0.0019
Table 1: Experimental values of CKM matrix elements.
Exp. value
ε (2.282± 0.017)× 10−3
δmBd 0.489± 0.008 ps−1
SψKS 0.734± 0.054
Table 2: Additional observables required for the t of the CKM matrix.
Even in models where V3×3 is not unitary, but part of a larger unitary matrix V ,
χ′ is onstrained to be rather small [3℄. From orthogonality of the rst two olumns of
V , one readily obtains
cosχ′ ≥ |Vud|
2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vcd|2 − |Vud|2|Vcs|2 − |Vus|2|Vcd|2 − 1
2|Vud||Vus||Vcd||Vcs| , (5)
3
implying cosχ′ ≥ 0.9983 and
|χ′| ≤ 0.0579 (6)
at 90% CL. This limit is robust in the presene of New Physis, sine the moduli
involved are obtained from experiment through tree-level deays, where the SM is
expeted to give the dominant ontribution. From the strit bound of Eq. (6) it is
lear that it will be very diult to obtain a diret measurement of χ′. Therefore, in
the remaining of this work we will fous our attention on χ.
Within the SM and any extension where V3×3 is unitary, like supersymmetri or
multi Higgs doublet models, we have the relation
sinχ =
|Vub||Vus|
|Vcb||Vcs| sin(γ + χ
′ − χ) , (7)
whih shows that |χ| . λ2 in any model where 3×3 CKM unitarity holds. In partiular,
within the SM one obtains at 90% CL
0.015 ≤ χ ≤ 0.022 (SM) . (8)
The only models in whih χ an be signiantly larger than λ2 are those in whih V3×3
is not unitary, what an only be ahieved by enlarging the quark setor. The most
simple way of doing this is with the introdution of new quark singlets [8, 9℄.
1
Quark
singlets often arise in grand unied theories [10,11℄ and models with extra dimensions
at the eletroweak sale [12℄. They have both their left- and right-handed omponents
transforming as singlets under SU(2)L, thus their addition to the SM partile ontent
does not spoil the anellation of triangle anomalies. In these models, the harged and
neutral urrent terms of the Lagrangian in the mass eigenstate basis are
LW = − g√
2
u¯Lγ
µV dLW
+
µ + h.c. ,
LZ = − g
2cW
(
u¯Lγ
µXuL − d¯LγµUdL − 2s2WJµEM
)
Zµ , (9)
where u = (u, c, t, T, . . . ) and d = (d, s, b, B, . . . ), V denotes the extended CKM matrix
and X = V V †, U = V †V are hermitian matries. X and U are not neessarily diagonal
and thus avour-hanging neutral (FCN) ouplings exist at the tree level, although
1
The addition of a sequential fourth generation is another possibility, but it is disfavoured by two
fats: (i) the experimental value of the oblique orretion parameters only leave a small range for the
masses of the new quarks; (ii) anomaly anellation requires the introdution of a new lepton doublet,
in whih the new neutrino should be very heavy, in ontrast with the small masses of the presently
known neutrinos.
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they are naturally suppressed by the ratio of the standard quark over the heavy singlet
masses [8℄. Moreover, the diagonal Zqq ouplings, whih are given by the diagonal
entries of X and U plus a harge-dependent term, are also modied. Within the SM
Xuu = Xcc = Xtt = 1, Xqq′ = 0 for q 6= q′, Udd = Uss = Ubb = 1 and Uqq′ = 0
for q 6= q′. The addition of up-type Q = 2/3 singlets modies the rst two of these
equalities, while the addition of down-type Q = −1/3 ones modies the last two. For
our purposes, it is suient to onsider that either up- or down-type singlets are added
to the SM partile ontent. We analyse in turn these two possibilities.
2.1 Models with down-type singlets
In this ase, and assuming that there are nd extra down singlets, the CKM matrix V
is a 3× (3+nd) matrix onsisting of the rst three rows of a (3+nd)× (3+nd) unitary
matrix, and X = 13×3. From orthogonality of the seond and third olumns of V , one
obtains the generalisation of Eq. (7),
sinχ =
|Vub||Vus|
|Vcb||Vcs| sin(γ + χ
′ − χ)− Im (Ubse
−iχ)
|Vcb||Vcs| . (10)
From the present bound on b → sℓ+ℓ−, one obtains that at most |Ubs| ≃ 10−3 ∼ λ4
[13,14℄, thus implying that in this lass of models χ annot be signiantly larger than
λ2.
2.2 Models with up-type singlets
In these models the quark mixing matrix is a (3+ nu)× 3 matrix, with nu the number
of extra singlets, and U = 13×3. Almost all the eets disussed in this paper an be
already obtained in the minimal extension with nu = 1, in whih ase the quark mixing
matrix has dimension 4× 3. From orthogonality of the seond and third olumns one
obtains the generalisation of Eq. (7) for this model,
sinχ =
|Vub||Vus|
|Vcb||Vcs| sin(γ + χ
′ − χ) + |VTb||VTs||Vcb||Vcs| sin(σ − χ) , (11)
where σ ≡ arg(VTsV ∗TbV ∗csVcb). χ may be of order λ if VTs ∼ λ2 and VTb ∼ λ, but the
possible onstraints from FCN urrents in the up setor must also be kept in mind.
From orthogonality of the seond and third rows of V , one gets
sinχ =
Im Xct
|Vcs||Vts| +O(λ
2) . (12)
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In ontrast with models ontaining down-type singlets, where the size of all FCN ou-
plings is very restrited by experiment, present limits on Xct are rather weak. The
most stringent one, |Xct| ≤ 0.41 with a 95% CL, is derived from the non-observation of
single top prodution at LEP, in the proess e+e− → tc¯ and its harge onjugate [15℄.
This bound does not presently provide an additional restrition on the size of χ. In
models with extra up singlets |Xct| an be of order λ3 [14℄, yielding χ ∼ λ.
From Eq. (12) one derives some important phenomenologial onsequenes. First,
we observe that a sizeable χ is assoiated to a FCN oupling Xct ∼ 10−2, whih leads
to FCN deays t → cZ at rates observable at LHC. In addition, the modulus of Xct
obeys the inequality [16℄
|Xct|2 ≤ (1−Xcc)(1−Xtt) , (13)
whih is veried in any SM extension with any number of up- and/or down-type quark
singlets (in partiular, with only one Q = 2/3 singlet the equality holds). We note that
within the SM, Xcc = Xtt = 1 and hene Xct = 0. This relation shows that neessary
onditions (and suient for the ase of only one singlet) for ahievingXct ∼ 10−2 are to
have a small deviation O(λ4) of Xcc from unity (whih is allowed by the measurement
of Rc and A
0,c
FB) and a deviation of Xtt from unity of order λ
2
. The latter ould be
measured in tt¯ prodution at a future e+e− linear ollider like TESLA. There is also
a derease of |Vtb| from its SM value |Vtb| ≃ 0.999, whih is however harder to detet
experimentally, beause the expeted preision in the measurement of this quantity at
LHC is around ±0.05 [17℄. Last, but not least, this deviation of Xtt from unity is only
possible if the new quark has a mass below 1 TeV, in whih ase it would be diretly
produed and observed at LHC.
3 Detailed analysis of the range of χ with an extra
up singlet
The analysis of the previous setion has shown that χ an in priniple be of order λ in
models with up quark singlets. In order to determine its preise range of variation, it is
mandatory to perform an analysis inluding onstraints from a variety of proesses for
whih the preditions are aeted by the inlusion of an extra up quark. We summarise
here the most relevant ones.
1. The presene of the new quark and the deviation of |Vtb| and Xtt ≃ |Vtb|2 from
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the SM preditions yield new ontributions to the oblique parameters S, T and
U . The most important one orresponds to the T parameter, approximately
∆T =
Nc
16πs2W c
2
W
(1−Xtt) [−18.4 + 7.8 log yT ] , (14)
with Nc = 3 the number of olours and yT = (m¯T/MZ)
2
. The present experi-
mental measurement ∆T = −0.02± 0.13 sets stronger limits on Vtb and Xtt than
the S, U parameters or the forward-bakward asymmetry A
(0,b)
FB .
2. The deviation of Xcc from unity modies the Zcc ouplings and thus the predi-
tion forRc and the forward-bakward asymmetryA
(0,c)
FB . The preise measurement
of these quantities sets a stringent onstraint on Xcc, with a diret inuene on
χ, as shown by Eqs. (12), (13).
3. The FCN oupling Xuc mediates a tree-level ontribution to D
0 − D¯0 mixing,
whih is kept within experimental limits for Xuc . 5× 10−4.
4. The new quark T gives additional loop ontributions to K and B osillations and
rare deays K+ → π+νν¯, KL → µ+µ−, b → sγ and b → sl+l−. The new terms
are similar to the top ones, but proportional to some ombination of the CKM
matrix elements VTd, VTs, VTb and with the orresponding Inami-Lim funtions
evaluated at xT = (m¯T/MZ)
2
. For the unrealisti ase xT ≃ xt the Inami-Lim
funtions for the t, T quarks take similar values, and the sum of both terms
may be very similar to the top SM ontribution. Therefore, in this situation the
onstraints on VTd, VTs, VTb are rather loose. However, for mT & 300 GeV these
observables provide important onstraints on VTd and VTs, foring also Vtd and
Vts to lie in their SM range.
These and other less important onstraints like ε′/ε have been taken into aount in our
analysis [14℄. It is important to note that the most reent bound on the CP asymmetry
in b→ sγ [18℄ is still not relevant. Using an appropriate generalisation of the formulas
in Refs. [19℄ for the present ase, we always nd |Ab→sγCP | . 0.02, to be ompared with
the experimental 90% CL interval −0.06 ≤ Ab→sγCP ≤ 0.11.
We will onservatively assume that the mass of the new quark T is of 300 GeV
or larger. Present Tevatron Run II measurements seem to exlude the existene of a
new quark with a mass around 200 GeV and deaying to Wb [20℄. However, we will
briey omment on the situation if the new quark is lighter than 300 GeV. We remark
that the allowed range of χ only depends on the mass of the new quark through the
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mT dependene of Xtt. The possible values of Xtt are onstrained mainly by the T
parameter, and are shown in Fig. 1a as a funtion of mT . For a xed Xtt, the interval
in whih χ an vary turns out to be independent of mT . The allowed range of χ as a
funtion of Xtt is plotted in Fig. 1b. We observe that, as antiipated in the previous
setion, a deviation of Xtt from unity is neessary in order to have χ large. For Xtt = 1
the range of χ redues to the SM interval (see Fig. 1b).
300 400 500 600
mT
0.84
0.88
0.92
0.96
1
X
tt 
0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98 1
Xtt
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
χ
(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Allowed interval of Xtt (shaded area) as a funtion of the mass of the new
quark (adapted from Ref. [14℄). (b) Allowed interval of χ (shaded area) as a funtion
of Xtt.
We present two examples of matries V for mT = 300 GeV whih give large |χ|
with positive and negative sign, respetively. We have not hosen examples whih
maximise |χ| but have instead seleted two matries whih yield theoretial preditions
for presently known observables in very good agreement with experiment, while showing
signiant departures in χ from the SM expetation. We write the full 4 × 4 unitary
matries, although only the 4 × 3 submatries enter the harged urrent interations.
We hoose the phase parameterisation in Eq. (2), in whih the values of the four phases
8
in Eq. (1) are easy to read diretly from the matries. The rst example is
∣∣∣V (+)300 ∣∣∣ =


0.9748 0.2229 0.0038 0.0097
0.2230 0.9733 0.0406 0.0362
0.0072 0.0355 0.9422 0.3332
0.0009 0.0419 0.3327 0.9421

 ,
arg V
(+)
300 =


0 6.92× 10−4 −0.8222 −0.1046
π 0 0 0
−0.4099 π + 0.3513 0 1.940
0 2.346 0.1001 −1.106

 . (15)
This matrix has β = 23.5◦, γ = 47.1◦ in the (d, b) unitarity triangle. While β is
lose to the SM predition, χ = 0.35 presents a large deviation from the SM value.
For this matrix SψKS = 0.70, with ǫ, δmB, Br(b → sγ), Br(b → sl+l−) and the rest
of observables onsidered in Ref. [14℄ also in good agreement with experiment. The
seond example is
∣∣∣V (−)300 ∣∣∣ =


0.9748 0.2229 0.0038 0.0090
0.2230 0.9733 0.0419 0.0347
0.0077 0.0406 0.9571 0.2865
0.0024 0.0366 0.2864 0.9574

 ,
arg V
(−)
300 =


0 5.17× 10−4 −1.020 0.0700
π 0 0 0
−0.3608 π − 0.2382 0 −1.576
0 −1.026 0.8784 2.449

 . (16)
For this matrix β = 20.7◦, γ = 58.4◦ in the (d, b) unitarity triangle and χ = −0.24,
in lear ontrast with the SM predition. We nd that SψKS = 0.74, with the other
observables agreeing with experimental data. In both examples we observe that Xct =
−Vc4V ∗t4 has a large imaginary part (in this phase onvention), as required for a large χ
aording to Eq. (12). The values obtained for χ are of the same order as the estimates
given in the previous setion. We stress that χ an be of order λ while keeping SψKS
lose to its experimental value. Hene, a future improvement of this measurement (e.g.
a redution of the statistial error by a fator of two) has little eet on our results.
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4 Low energy observables sensitive to χ
The deay B0d → φKS is an interesting example in whih CP-violating eets sensitive
to χ may be found, with the advantage that B0d mesons an be produed at present B
fatories. The time-dependent CP asymmetry is given by:
SφKS =
2 ImλφKS
1 + |λφKS |2
, (17)
where
λφKS =
(
q
p
)
B0
d
A(B¯0d → φ K¯0)
A(B0d → φK0)
(
q
p
)
K0
. (18)
The q/p fators ome from B0d and K
0
mixing. The SM deay amplitudes are, to a
very good approximation,
A(B¯0d → φ K¯0) = a(xt)VtbV ∗ts ,
A(B0d → φK0) = a(xt)V ∗tbVts , (19)
with a(xt) a funtion of xt = (mt/MW )
2
, to be speied later. In the SM, or in
any model without New Physis in the deay amplitudes, λφKS an be related to its
analogous in the ψKS deay hannel,
λψKS =
(
q
p
)
B0
d
VcbV
∗
cs
V ∗cbVcs
(
q
p
)
K0
. (20)
Bearing in mind the denition of χ we an write
λφKS = λψKSe
−2iχ , (21)
so that dening β¯ by λψKS = −e−2iβ¯ (β¯ = β in the SM, but these two angles may dier
if there are new ontributions to the mixing) we have
SφKS = sin(2β¯ + 2χ) . (22)
Therefore, if a substantial departure from the approximate SM predition SφKS ≃ SψKS
is onrmed, it annot be explained in models with 3× 3 CKM unitarity and without
new ontributions to the deay amplitudes.
The best plae to measure χ is in CP asymmetres in B0s−B¯0s osillations and deay.
In the SM the B0s mixing fator is(
q
p
)
B0s
=
MBs12
|MBs12 |
=
(VtsV
∗
tb)
2
|VtsV ∗tb|2
= e2iχ . (23)
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In any hannel without a weak phase in the deay amplitude, for example in the D+s D
−
s
and ψ φ hannels, the time dependent CP asymmetry is
SD+s D−s = sin 2χ , (24)
whih in the SM is of order 2λ2.
4.1 b→ ss¯s with an extra up singlet
In these models Eq.(19) is replaed by
A(B¯0d → φ K¯0) = a(xt)VtbV ∗ts + a(xT )VTbV ∗Ts ,
A(B0d → φK0) = a(xt)V ∗tbVts + a(xT )V ∗TbVTs , (25)
with xT = (mT/MW )
2
, due to the additional exhange of the T quark. Similarly,
Eq. (21) is generalised to
λφKS = −e−i(2β¯+2χ)
(
1 + f(xT , xt)VTbV
∗
Ts/VtbV
∗
ts
1 + f(xT , xt)V
∗
TbVTs/V
∗
tbVts
)
, (26)
with f(xT , xt) = a(xT )/a(xt). Using the fat that 2|λφKS |/(1 + |λφKS |2) ≃ 1 to a very
good approximation, we obtain
SφKS = sin(2β¯ + 2χ¯) , (27)
where the eetive χ¯ for this proess is dened as
χ¯ = χ− 1
2
arg
(
1 + f(xT , xt)VTbV
∗
Ts/VtbV
∗
ts
1 + f(xT , xt)V ∗TbVTs/V
∗
tbVts
)
. (28)
The geometrial interpretation of the eetive phase χ¯ an be seen in Fig. 2, for dierent
values of f . It is also useful to dene χSM as:
χSM = arg[VcbV
∗
cs(VcsV
∗
cb + VusV
∗
ub)] = arg
(
1 +
VusV
∗
ub
VcsV ∗cb
)
(29)
whih equals χ in any model with 3 × 3 unitarity. Sine sinχSM ≤ |VusVub|/|VcsVcb|,
χSM ∼ λ2 even when 3× 3 unitarity does not hold (see Fig. 2).
From Eq. (28) it an be seen that in the limit mT = mt the eetive χ entering the
CP asymmetry redues to χSM,
lim
mT→mt
χ¯ = χSM , (30)
11
V ∗cbVcs
V ∗tbVts
V ∗TbVTs
V ∗ubVusχSM
χ
χ¯(f = 1)
χ¯(f = 0.5)
χ¯(f = 0)
Figure 2: Dierent values of χ¯ and its geometrial meaning. The relative lengths of
the sides of the quadrangle are illustrative.
independently of the value of χ. This sreening property implies that, despite the fat
that the atual value of χ may be very dierent from the SM predition, the eetive
χ¯ that enters the CP asymmetry is O(λ2) when mT tends to mt. For larger mT , the
degree of sreening depends on the value of f(xT , xt): for f = 0 there is no sreening,
and the sreening is maximal for f = 1. We alulate a(x) using the QCD fatorisation
result of Refs. [21℄, obtaining
a(x) = −0.036880− 0.012896 i− 0.005829B0(x) + 0.004137C0(x)
−0.000438 D˜0(x) + 0.016376E ′0(x) + 0.004074 E˜0(x) . (31)
The Inami-Lim [22℄ funtions B0, C0, et. an be found in Ref. [23℄. The funtion
f(xT , xt) is plotted in Fig. 3 for xed xt. The sreening is important for low mT ,
beoming milder as mT grows. In ontrast, χ an be almost arbitrary for mT ∼ mt,
while its size is more restrited for a heavier T , as an be observed in Fig. 1. With both
eets working in opposite diretions, we nd that SφKS is always inside the interval
[0.57, 0.93], approahing the extremes for heavier T . Sine the sreening is present in
any b → ss¯s transition, we expet a similar behaviour for all other strong penguin
dominated proesses.
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Figure 3: Modulus (a) and argument (b) of f as a funtion of mT , for xed xt.
4.2 B0s − B¯
0
s mixing with an extra up singlet
With the addition of a Q = 2/3 singlet, the element M12 of the B
0
s − B¯0s mixing matrix
an be written as
MBs12 = K
∑
i,j=t,T
(V ∗isVib)(V
∗
jsVjb)S(xi, xj) = KS(xt, xt)|Vts|2|Vtb|2r2se−2iχeff , (32)
with K a onstant fator, S the usual Inami-Lim box funtion and
r2se
−2iχeff = e−2iχ
{[
1 +
S(xt, xT )V
∗
TsVTb
S(xt, xt)V ∗tsVtb)
]2
+
[
S(xT , xT )
S(xt, xt)
−
(
S(xt, xT )
S(xt, xt)
)2](
V ∗TsVTb
V ∗tsVtb
)2}
. (33)
The eetive phase entering B0s − B¯0s mixing is in this ase χeff , dened from the above
equation. In the limit xT → xt, the seond term in the urly brakets goes to zero and
we get
lim
xT→xt
χeff = χSM (34)
as in the previous proess. However, in ontrast with the funtion f(xT , xt) whih
determines the sreening in the b→ ss¯s transitions, the ratio S(xt, xT )/S(xt, xt) in the
rst term of Eq.(33) is an inreasing funtion of xT . This means that, although for
xT → xt the sreening operates (as an be read from Eq. (34)), for large xT we an have
some enhanement of χeff with respet to χ. The range of variation of the asymmetry
SD+s D−s = sin 2χeff is shown in Fig. 4. Although for heavier T the allowed interval for
χ is narrower, the enhanement above mentioned makes the asymmetry be between
−0.4 and 0.4 for the T masses onsidered (this range of variation is quite dierent
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from the one predited by the SM). Suh asymmetry ould be easily be measured at
LHCb, where the expeted preision in the ψ φ hannel is around 0.066 for one year of
running [24℄.
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S 
D
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  D
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Figure 4: Range of variation of the asymmetry SD+s D−s (adapted from Ref. [14℄).
4.3 Unitarity and D0 − D¯0 mixing
The present experimental values of CKM matrix elements in the rst row seem to have
a disrepany of 2.2 − 2.7 standard deviations [25℄ with respet to the SM unitarity
predition |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 1.2 It is then worthwhile to question whether suh
apparent unitarity deviation ould be explained in senarios with a large χ, whih also
require a sizeable breaking of 3× 3 unitarity. We will show that this is not possible in
the minimal SM extension studied here. In general, we have the inequality
|Xuc|2 ≤ (1−Xuu)(1−Xcc) , (35)
but for only one extra singlet the equality holds. With (1−Xuu) ∼ 4× 10−3 (implying
|Vu4| ≃ 0.06) from the apparent unitarity deviation in the rst row and (1−Xcc) ∼ 10−3
in order to have large χ, the FCN oupling Xuc would give a tree-level ontribution
to the D0 mass dierene [28, 29℄ above the present experimental limit |δmD| ≤ 0.07
ps
−1
[6℄. In models with more than one extra singlet, the equality in Eq. (35) does not
hold and this argument is relaxed.
We also point out that, in this minimal extension with only one extra singlet, 4× 4
unitarity implies that in ase VTd and Vu4 are both very small Xct is also negligible.
2
Reent theoretial alulations [26℄ and experimental results [27℄ would eliminate this disrepany.
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Sine VTd must be small due to onstraints from B osillations (see for instane the
matries in Eqs. (15), (16)), a large χ requires Vu4 not muh smaller than 10
−2
. There-
fore, it is expeted that a large χ is assoiated with a D0 mass dierene not far from
the present experimental limit.
5 Eets at high energy olliders
As implied by Eqs. (12) and (13), the fat of having a phase χ ∼ λ has onsequenes
in some high energy proesses: rare top deays, tt¯ prodution at e+e− ollisions and
the diret prodution of a new quark at LHC.
5.1 Top deays t→ cZ
Top FCN deays are extremely suppressed within the SM and hene they are a lear
signal of New Physis, if observed. In SM extensions with Q = 2/3 singlets the tree-
level FCN ouplings Xut and Xct an be large enough to yield measurable top FCN
interations. These verties lead to rare top deays t→ uZ, cZ and single top produ-
tion in the proesses gu, gc → Zt (in hadron ollisions) and e+e− → tu¯, tc¯ (in e+e−
annihilation), plus the harge onjugate proesses (see Ref. [30℄ for a review). The best
sensitivity to a Ztc oupling is provided by top deays t → cZ at LHC. With a lumi-
nosity of 100 fb
−1
, FCN ouplings |Xct| ≃ 0.015 an be observed with more than 5 σ
statistial signiane [30℄. With a luminosity of 6000 fb
−1
, ahievable in one year with
a high luminosity upgrade [31℄, a 3 σ signiane an be obtained for |Xct| ≃ 0.0031. A
moderately small phase, for instane χ ≃ 0.15, requires Im Xct ≃ 0.006, whih would
be observed with more than 5 σ signiane.
5.2 tt¯ prodution in e+e− ollisions
Top pair prodution at a 500 GeV linear ollider will provide a preise determination
of the Ztt oupling through the measurement of the total tt¯ ross setion and the
forward-bakward asymmetry. The auray of the measurement of Xtt is mainly
limited by theoretial unertainties in the predition of the total ross setion. In order
to determine the sensitivity to deviations of Xtt from unity, a Monte Carlo alulation
of this proess is neessary [32℄. The best results are obtained with beam polarisations
Pe+ = 0.6, Pe− = −0.8. We assume that theoretial unertainties in the total ross
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setion an be redued to 1% or below, and a luminosity of 1000 fb
−1
, whih an be
olleted in three years of running. For the SM value Xtt = 1 the top pair prodution
ross setion is σ = 47.9 ± 0.5 fb (inluding theoretial and statistial unertainties)
and the forward-bakward asymmetry AFB = −0.375 ± 0.004 (the error quoted is
only statistial). For a phase χ ≃ 0.15, Xtt must be typially around 0.96, yielding
σ = 49.4± 0.5 fb, AFB = −0.360± 0.004, whih amount to a ombined 4.5 σ deviation
with respet to the SM predition. On the other hand, if no deviations from the SM
preditions are found, a bound Xtt ≥ 0.985 an be set with a 90% CL, implying that
−0.12 ≤ χ ≤ 0.14, an indiret limit omplementing the ones whih will be previously
available from low energy proesses.
5.3 Diret prodution of T T¯ pairs in hadron ollisions
The last (but obviously not least important) eet orrelated with the presene of
a phase χ ∼ λ is the diret prodution of the new quark T . A sizeable deviation
of Xtt from unity is only possible if the new quark is not very heavy, otherwise the
ontribution of the new quark to the T parameter, given by Eq. (14), would exeed
present experimental limits. With the experimental value ∆T = −0.02 ± 0.13 and
admitting at most a 2 σ deviation, a oupling Xtt ≃ 0.96 (as required by χ ≃ 0.15) is
aeptable if the new quark has a mass below approximately 850 GeV. A new quark with
this mass an be produed in pairs via strong interations, with a total tree-level ross
setion of 170 fb. The observability of the new quark an be estimated as follows. For
mT = 850 GeV, Xtt = 0.96 the new quark deays mainly toWb and Zt, with branhing
ratios Br(T → Wb) = 0.7, Br(T → Zt) = 0.3. This new quark ould be easily seen in
its semileptoni deays T T¯ → l±νjjjj, being the total tree-level ross setion of the
proess qq¯, gg → T T¯ → W+bW−b¯ → l+νjjjj (inluding standard detetor uts) 5.5
fb (the same ross setion for the nal state l−νjjjj) [32℄. The Wjjjj bakground
an be greatly redued with suitable uts requiring that the events have a kinematis
ompatible with T T¯ prodution. The tree-level ross setions after uts for l+νjjjj
and l−ν¯jjjj are 75 fb and 45 fb, respetively, alulated with VECBOS [33℄. Taking into
aount only statistial unertainties, with 100 fb
−1
the T T¯ signal ould be observed
with a signiane of 10 σ.
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6 Conluding remarks
We have emphasised that a large value of χ requires physis beyond the SM, in par-
tiular violations of 3× 3 unitarity of the CKM matrix. It has been shown that if this
unitarity breaking arises from the presene of down-type isosinglet quarks, χ is still
onstrained to be of order λ2 due to the onstraint from the b → sl+l− deay. On
the ontrary, it has been pointed out that in the presene of up-type quark singlets a
relatively large value of χ an be obtained, without entering into onit with present
experimental data.
The impliations of a large χ have been analysed in the ontext of a minimal
model with one Q = 2/3 singlet. We have found that a large χ an lead to moderate
departures of the SM approximate relation SφKS ≃ SψKS , with SφKS approximately in
the interval [0.57, 0.93] (the preise range also depends on hadroni matrix elements).
On the other hand, the eets on the CP asymmetry SD+s D−s (and related hannels)
are muh larger, with these asymmetries ranging in the interval [−0.4, 0.4]. These
results must be ompared with the ones for models with extra down singlets, where
large departures of SφKS ≃ SψKS an be aomodated [34℄ but SD+s D−s is small and very
lose to the SM range [14℄. Therefore, we an distinguish three possible New Physis
senarios:
1. If a small departure in the relation SφKS ≃ SψKS and a large (but within
[−0.4, 0.4] approximately) SD+s D−s are found, they may suggest the presene of
a new Q = 2/3 singlet.
2. If a large departure in SφKS ≃ SψKS is onrmed, but with SD+s D−s very small, it
may indiate the presene of a Q = −1/3 singlet.
3. In ase that SD+s D−s is found outside the interval [−0.4, 0.4], or if a large departure
in SφKS ≃ SψKS and a large SD+s D−s are simultaneously found, they require the
presene of New Physis beyond these SM extensions with extra quark singlets,
for instane supersymmetri models [35℄, whih in priniple ould also explain
the disrepanies in the two previous senarios.
If New Physis hints are observed at B fatories, its identiation may be possible
at a large ollider, perhaps with the diret prodution of the new partiles. In the SM
extensions with extra up-type singlets studied we have found four orrelated eets
whih an be investigated at three dierent types of olliders: (i) a large phase χ whih
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has onsequenes on B osillation phenomena at B fatories; (ii) a FCN oupling Xct
whih leads to top deays t → cZ observable at LHC; (iii) a deviation of Xtt from
unity, whih an be measured in tt¯ prodution at TESLA; (iv) The diret prodution
of a new quark at LHC. These assoiated eets, espeially the disovery of the new
partiles, are ruial to establish the origin of New Physis, if observed.
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